Corent Technology and Dell Services Offer a Complete Suite of
Cloud Application Migration Services
Corent’s SurPaaS™ - The Scalable SaaS Delivery Platform - Now Powered by Dell
ALISO VIEJO, Calif.,Sept.26, 2013 -- Corent Technology today announced that it is working with Dell Services
to provide independent software vendors (ISVs) and enterprises with a flexible solution to migrate their
existing on-premise applications to Software as a Service (SaaS),leveraging Corent’s groundbreaking
SurPaaS™ platform.
Corent and Dell’s joint offering gives customers scalability, speed to market and cost savings by converting
applications from single to multi-tenant to be hosted on private clouds, including Dell Cloud Dedicated, or
public clouds such as those in the Dell Cloud Partner Program and others.
“Working with Dell Services, we are expanding our power and reach to serve the multitude of enterprises
and software vendors looking to adopt SaaS within their applications or offerings portfolio,” said Shafi Syed,
executive vice president of engineering, Corent Technology. “The solution will allow businesses globally to
move to the future by bringing their applications portfolio into the Cloud.”
“The Applications and Business Process Outsourcing line of business within Dell Services is committed to
helping our customers seamlessly migrate applications into the cloud. Working with Corent to migrate
applications to the cloud with their SurPaaS platform enables easier cloud adoption and accelerated
business value. Our joint offering makes it possible for customers across the spectrum to get a significant
time to market advantage as they adopt cloud,” said Chethan Gorur, director, cloud, Applications & BPO,
Dell Services.
Corent’s SurPaaS–Private SaaS Edition delivers benefits including greater agility in responding to quickly
evolving business requirements and reduced traditional fixed IT operating costs. SurPaaS recently was
awarded an extensive patent with twenty claims for transforming software to efficient multi-tenant SaaS
without the high cost and time required to alter the code of the software application. It has been in
production at well recognized companies including Boeing, the National Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences (Emmy Awards ®), EMAS Pro and uPhotoMeasure, among others.
About Corent Technology, Inc.
Corent Technology is a leading provider of SaaS-Enablement software. Corent’s software platform was
named the “2012 Cloud Product of the Year” and has received multiple industry awards and recognitions in
the past. Corent is managed by a team of Silicon Valley veterans from companies such as Apple, IBM, HP,
Oracle, Sun and Sybase. For more information about Corent, please visit: http://www.corenttech.com.
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